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Free exercises on the direct and indirect Object
The predicate is the part of a sentence that says something about the subject. The predicate says
what the subject is doing or experiencing, describes a contains the verb(s) and any modifiers or
objects. In this article, we explore another important part of English Grammar- the basics of
sentence construction: subject, object and predicate. A sentence is defined as .
Pronouns replace nouns. A different pronoun is required depending on two elements: the noun
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There are two main types.
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Extra Credit. We use pronouns as substitutes for noun phrases. The pronoun and the noun
phrase that it refers to mean the same thing. Just for fun consider the. Traditional grammar
defines the object in a sentence as the entity that is acted upon by the subject . There is thus a
primary distinction between subjects and objects.
In this article, we explore another important part of English Grammar- the basics of sentence
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In this article, we explore another important part of English Grammar- the basics of sentence
construction: subject, object and predicate. A sentence is defined as .
Object definition, anything that is visible or tangible and is relatively stable in form. See more.
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